Teen April Survey

Do you want to see more career videos or something else?

- More careers!  - Something else!

Idea given for “Something Else”

- Book related content like book talks, book recommendations, etc.: 80%
- Teen created content- various ideas: 10%
- Funny videos, such as Tiktoks: 10%

Starting this summer, we’ll be debuting Book Talks about titles that we recommend for teens! We'll keep sharing Career Panels to connect interested teens with possible future employment.

Favorite Poems or Poets

- IDK
- Emily Dickinson
- J.R.R. Tolkien
- Pete Wentz
- Shel Silverstein
- Slam poetry

For space’s sake, specific poems are just listed by their author. Responses left blank, include “I don’t know,” or IDK are all grouped under IDK.
If you were a content creator, what would your content be about?

- Not sure
- Classical literature
- Animals
- Books
- Minecraft
- Social Justice
- Music
- Art

Scan below to take the next Teen Survey on columbuslibrary.org/teens.